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roll call warmupwarm
continued

up
from page 20

learn intended profession favorite food or
person you admire most

favorable results

when I1 started taking attendance this
way students responded favorably we
could make the activity as long or as short
as we wanted sometimes spontaneous
conversation would occur as when two
students realized that they shared the same
favorite author I1 would often comment
on their preferences joking for example
that salifousalifonSali whofou liked to eat ought to
get together with Mamannamariama who liked to
cook

soon students were coming to me with
suggestions of categories for roll call
sometimes in oral presentations students
would refer to information that had
surfaced during these sessions and
always students would ask me to state my
response for the category of the day so
there was a twowaytwo exchangeway between
teacher and students

in addition we got to know one another
better and had a good time in doing so
without losing a lot of class time

thanks to john fanselow who inspired
this article and has written about
variations like this in breaking rules
longman 1987.1987
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roll call as warmupwarm
susan

up
rosenfeld

american cultural center niamey niger

teachertrainersteacher ft almosttrainers always urge new
teachers to begin each class with a
warmupwarm activityup to get the students in
an english mind set indeed several
teacher resource books offer lists of topics
suitable for warmupwarm conversationsup and
suggestions of activities that only take
353 minutes5

at the same time school administrators
often require teachers to take attendance
each class period usually this is a
passive boring activity which does
nothing to increase the students
knowledge of english or of each other
they can all see that moussa ibrahimarahimaibrahimiIb is

sitting in class

here follows a suggestion to combine
attendance taking and warm ups or more

accurately to use attendancetakingattendance astaking a
warmupwarm

procedure

up

when the teacher calls the roll what do
the students usually say here present
yes why limit their response to these
few words why not choose a category
each day and let the students respond with
information about themselves in that
category

to start the teacher might say today
when I1 call your name do not say here
do not say present instead tell me your
favorite color another day the subject
might be favorite author place youd most
like to visit language youd most like to
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